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A graph is said to have property I if every independent set of its vertices has a common 
neighbour. The following conjecture of P. ErdGs and S. Fajtlowicz is proved: There exists a 
constant c ~0 such that any triangle free graph with property I has a vertex of degree 
kcIV(G)I. (This is true with c = 4 and this value is best possibl-.) The complete characterization 
of the graphs having the above properties is given. In the last section we deal with graphs 
satisfying some weaker conditions. 
1. Entroduction 
Let G” be a graph of rt vertices, V(G”) and E(G”) denote its vertex set and 
edge set, resp. A subset Xc V(G”) is said to be independent if no two points of 
X are joined by an edge. 
Definition 1. A graph G” is said to have property Z if for each independent set 
Xc V(G”) there exists a vertex y E V(G”) such that yx E E(G”) for every x E X. 
Erdiis and Fajtlowicz [4] conjectured chat any triangle free graph with property 
Z has a vertex of degree a cn, where c > 0 is a suitable constant. In the present 
paper we are going to prove this conjecture. More precisely the following theorem 
is true: 
Theorem 1. Let G” be a triangle free graph of n vertices, having property I. Then 
there is a vertex x E V(P) of degree d(x)s$(n + 1). 
This result is best possible in the sense that for each n = 2 (mod 3) there exists a 
(uniquely determined) graph G” which satisfies the conditions and has maximum 
degree $(!I + 1). 
As a matter of fact, we shall give the complete characterization of the graphs 
having property Z and containing no triangles. For this reason, let us define a 
sequence of graphs Gk (k = 1,2, . . .) in the following way: 
Xi+ E E(G,) @ Ii -jl sz 1 (mod 3). 
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These graphs (see Fig. 1) will play an important role in our further discussions. In 
Section 3 we shaa.ll see that the graphs Gk are triangle free and they have property 
I. We need an immediate consequence of this fact: Let G = Gk (tl,, n2, . . . , n3& 
denote the graph obtained from Gk by replacing each vertex xi E V(Gk) with a set 
Xi of IZi independent vertices. In other words, let V(G) = X1 U X2 U l l l U X,,__ *, 
and two vertices y E Xi, z E Xi arc joined by an edge of G if and on 
(mod 3), Then (GJn,, n2,. . . , njk_,) remains triangle free and it 
property 1. However, our main result states that herewit we have already 1istt.d 
all triangle free graphs with property 1: 
Theorem\ 2. Let G be any triangle free graph. Then, G Ims property 1 if and only if 
there are natural numbers k, nl, n2, . . . , n3k -1 such that 93 is isovnorphic to 
G&L n,z, - . . 9 n3Id 
We remark that Theorem 1 can easily be deduced from Theorem 2, and the 
graphs Gk show that Theorem 1 is sharp in case n = 2 (mod 3). 
We mention another direct consequence of Theorem 2, 
Corollary. Let G be any triangle free graph haoing property 1. TIzen G is 3-uertex- 
colourable. 
In Section 4 we are going to deal with graphs satisfying conditions weaker than 
property 1. 
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Definition 2. Let k 22 be a natural number. A graph G” is said to have property 
Ir, if, for any independent set XC V(G”) of cardinality k, there is a vertex 
y E V(G”) which is connected to all points of X. 
Clearly, a graph has property I if and only if it has property Ir( for each k. Let 
us note that property ZZ is equivalent to that the graph is of diameter 2. Further, if 
a graph has property Ik, then it has also property I1 for any 1 s k. 
Erdiis and Fajtlowicz asked whether their conjecture remains true if we 
substitute property I for the weaker property 13. In Section 3 we shall prove that 
the answer to this question is negative. More precisely, we show a triangle free 
graph G” which has property ZB and whose maximum degree is o(n). As far as we 
know, no similar construction is known for graphs having property 14. 
2. The basic lemma 
Proposition 1. A triangle free graph having property I is either a complete bipartite 
graph or it contains a circuit of length 5. 
Proof. Let us consider an edge xy of the graph. Suppose first that there is a 
vertex z which is joined neither to x’ nor to y. Then x ~.scl z (rzcp. y and Z) have a 
common neighbour x’ (resp. y’), and the points XX’LY’Y form a circuit of length 5. 
Assume now that the vertex set of our graph can be divided into two classes VX 
and V,, such that every point of Vx is connect.ed to x, and every point of V,, is 
connected to y. No edge of the graph has both of its endpoints in the same class, 
because the graph does not contain triangles. Consider any two points in different 
classes: a E V,, b E V,. If Q and 6 were not joined by an edge, they would have a 
common neighbour c. But c can lie neither in Vx nor in VY. Hence c! and b are 
connected, which means that our graph is a complete bipartite one. 
Lemma 1. Let G” be a triangle free graph with property 1, and let CC G” be any 
circuit of length 5. Then every p&It x E V( G”) is joined to nt least me point of C. 
* - , c,; Proof. The proof is indirect. &et us denote the points of C by cl, cZ, . 
CiCi E E(G”) or, Ii-j1 = 1 (mod 5). 
1.c t x be a vertex of G” such that Xci $ E4G”) ( 1 s i 6 5) Since 
{x c2, c,}, . . . , {x, cs, r,} are independent sets, using property I we 
i L x, Cl. (‘3 
Tan find 
common neighbours for them, say: d2, dl, ii4, &, dl. More exactly, there is a set 
D ={di 1 1 s i s 5)~ V(G”), satisfying 
dix E E(G”) for all i (1 g i s S), 
&;EE(G”) e /i-j14 imod5). 
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In fact, we have guaranteed only that Ii - iI= 1 implies C&C, E E(P), but the 
reverse follows in~mediately using that G” does not contain triangles. The same 
ensures that the points di are all different and D is an independent set. 
The sets ((c,, tl,, d3, dJ, {cz, dz, d,, ds], B . . , {cs, d5, d,, dJ are independent as 
well, thus using that G” is tria.ngle free and has property I, we get an (indepen- 
dent) set lj” =: {ui 1 I s i s 51, for which 
u.gi 1~ E(W) H i = j, 
U,dj E E(G”) C+ Ii- jl+ (mod 5). 
The choice of the set U is not necessarily unique. Suppose that 
{ IJ”‘, u(*), . . . 4 tfk’} is a maximal family of disjoint sets such that 
. 
U(k)={U:k)( l<isS}, 
and each of them satisfies (2). It is easy to see that W := (x} U U(” U U(“U 9 9 l U 
lJ”‘) is an independent set in G”, hence there is a point w joined to all elements 
of W. Clearly, w is different from all vertices mentioned earlier, and it has no 
neigh5ours in CU .D, because G” is triangle free. Now we proceed, as follows. 
The sets (w, cl, c3., cl,, d3}, (w, c2, Q, d2, d4}, . . . , {w, c6, c2, d6, d2} are indepen- 
dent, thus we can f’lnd common neighbours (e,, eB, e4, e,, e,) for them. More 
precisely, there is an independent set FL = {ei I S s i s S), satisfying 
eiw E E(G") for all 2’(1<&5), 
eici E E(G”) C+ Ii - jl = 1 (mod 5), 
eidi f E(G”) e Ii - jl= 1 (mod 5). 
Further, the sets k,, el, 4, d3, d4}, {c,. e2, d2, d4, d5), l . l , {c5, es, ds, dz, d3} are 
L&O independent, and this guarantees the existence of a point set Vk+*) = 
(U tk+l) 1 1 s i s 5) c V(G”) with rhe properties 
L4ik+‘)Cj E l?(Gn) for i = j, 
uik+‘)ej c ]3((~“) for i = j, (3) 
uik +“di E dE(G”) for Ii - jl+ 1 (mod S). 
Using again tha. k _? is triangle free, it is easy to prove that the set Utk+‘) is 
disioint from (x} C {w}U CUD U E II U(*kJ 9 . l U Utk), and instead of (3) the 
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following can be written: 
uIk+‘)ci E E(W) e i = j, 
Id!'* ‘)ei E E(G”) C$ i = j, (3’) 
u~~--“~ E E(G”) e Ii -iI f 1 (mod 5). 
In particular.. this means that Ufk+‘) satisfies the conditions (2), which contradicts 
the maximum property of the family {U”‘, Ut2), . . . , Utk’). This contradiction 
arose from our assumption that there is vertex x in G” such that xci & E(G”) 
(1 s i s 5). This completes the proof. 
Let us note that Proposition 1 and Lemma 1 have the simple consequence that 
in any triangle free graph of 11 vertices, with property I, there is a vertex of degree 
a_$:. This result is weaker than Theorem 1, but it already shows that the 
conjecture of Erdiis and Fajtlowicz is true. 
3. The proof of Theorem 2 
Let cls re::ill the definition (1) of the graphs Gk (k = 1,2, . . .): 
v Gk’ = 1x1, $2,. . . , h&h 
qxi E E(G,) @ ii-ji= 1 (mod 3). 
The following simple properties of Gk may easily be verified. 
Proposition 2. Let k be a natural number. Then 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Gk is a vertex transitive graph, 
Gk is k-regular, 
Gk = Gk+v 
Proof, Gk is vertex transitive (by definition) if and only if, for ilny pair of points 
xi, xj E v(G,), there exists an automorphism @ of Gk such that q (Xi) = xi. Clearly 
if n#3k-1 
ifrr=3k-1’ 
is an automorphism of Gk, hence (i) is true. The neighbourhood of x1 E V( Gk ) is 
{x2, %, l - l , &_l}, thus x1 is of degree k. Taking (i) into account, this means that 
d(Xi) = k for all & E V(G,), i.e. Gk is k-regular. Finally, (iii) is an immediate 
consequence of the definition. 
8 2. et k be a natural number. Then 
(i) Gk is triangle free, 
(ii) Gk h.0.s property I. 
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. Proof. Let us suppose, indirectly, that xh, xi, >+ E V(G,) (h > i > j) form a triangle. 
The7 
h-i-l (modI3), 
i--i=1 (mod3), 
k-q=1 (mod:3) 
would hold. Summing up the first two congruencies we obtain h -i = 2 (mod 3), a 
contradiction. This proves (i). 
(ii) is obviously true for k = 1,2. We prove it generally by induction. Let us 
assume, therefore, that G,, G2, . . . , Gk have property I. We shall prove that the 
same is valid for Gk+,. 
Let Xc V(G,.,)={x,, x2,. . . , x~~+~) be an independent set in Gk+,. Since 
Gk + 1 is vertex transitive,’ we may suppose without loss of generality that xJI, + , E X. 
-ark W&c+,) = WC,) Wx, %+I, xjk+& E(&+l) = Et&) and xjk, 1 is 
joined to both x1 3k and +k+2. We Use the notations: 
S :={Xi E V(Gk) ! XiX3k+l E E(Gk+,)I, 
S1 := {Xi E ‘{(Gk) 1 XiX3k E E(Gk+,)), 
S?:=(& E V(G,) 1 XiX3kt2 E E(Gk+ I;), 
(4) 
S, S1 and S2 are disjoint sets, their union is V(G,). Using that Gk.+ is % i- I)- 
regular, we get IS\ = k -1, IS,\= IS,l= k. 
Using the notation X’ : = X n V(Gk), we have X’ c S, U Sz. (X’n S = @. because 
++ I E X.) If X’ c- S, (resp. S-J, then qk (resp. $k+?) is a common neighbour of the 
points of X. Thus we may assume that none of X’ n S, and X’ n S2 are empty sets. 
Our induction hypothesis implies that there is a vertex x’ E V(G,) which is 
connected to each point of X’. But x’ must be placed in S, since Gk+l is triangle 
free, and so x’ is joined to x 3k+l as well, i.e. to the only point of X outside V(Gk ). 
This completes the proof. 
Remark 1. S c V(G, ) is a set of cardinality k - 1, which intersects every circuit 
i,” c Gk of length 5 in at least one point. If it were not true for some C, then C 
would be a circuit of Gk+ 1 such that no point of C is connected to x3h +lr which 
(:$I 1 :.radicts Lemma 1. 
‘Ls Y~MI 3. Let la 2 and Eet T, T’c V(G,) be two independent set!: in 6,. 
5 rf (TISI-2, then rhere is a circuit Cc G, of length 5 such that C does n.ot 
ink : .J ?: 
iii) If I Ij = IT’\ = I - 1 and both T and T’ intersect every circuit C c GI of 
length 5, then there is an automorphism <p of G, such that <F(T) = T’. 
oaf. !<ince 12 2, we can write I in the form I : = k + 1. Let us use the notations 
S, S,, S;, introduced in the proof of Lemma 2. S, is an independent set in 
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GA= G+, = G,), hence, using (ii) of Lemma 2, there is a point y, E V(G,) such 
that y, is joined to all points of S,. y1 cannot lie in S, otherwise y, and x3k would 
be two points of Gk +, with the same neighbourhood, which is impossible. Thus 
y, E S2. Using a similar argument we obtain a point y2 E S1, which is connected to 
any vertex belonging to S2. (See Fig. 2.) 
First we prove (i). Since Tc V(Gk, ,) is an independent set, there is a vertex 
x E V(Gk + I) joined to all point of T. Using that Gk +, is vertex transitive, we may 
assume without loss of generality that x = ..3k + ,. Taking into consideration that 
!‘rlsI-:! = k - 1 = ISI, we can distinguish the following two cases: 
Case ,Q : T = S. Then the points yl, y,, x3k, x3k+ 1, x3k +? form a circuit of length 
5, which avoids ‘E 
Cuse R. S - Tf 8. Let us suppose that Xi E S is a pornt outside ?: It is easy to 
see that x, must have neighbours in both S, and S2. Assume that z1 E S, and 
z2 E Sz are two points satisfying XiZlr JIiZZE E(Gk ). NOW, x,2- yIy2z2 iS a CirClit Of 
Gk c G,, which does not intersect ‘;r. 
Let us turn to the proof of (ii). Since T, T’c V(Gk +l) are two indei)endient sets, 
we can find two (not necessarily ditierent) vertices X, x’ C V(Gk+ 1), such that x 
resp. x’ is joined to every point of T resp. T’. Using that Gk+, is vertex transitive, 
there are automorphisms rl/ and $’ of GkT1 = G, such that G(x) = $'(x') = &+ ,. 
Let us denote $(T) and $(T’) by 7; and TA. We know that any circuit Cc Gk+, 
of length 5 intersects both T and T’. The sets TO and TA clearly preserve this 
property. Assume that S- To # 8. The same argument as used above in the Case 
B, now leads to a contradiction. This implies that T(, 3 S. Taking into account that 
I&l = k and ISI = k - 1, this means tiat T[, is equal to one of the sets S U {x3,}, 
S u {x3k +2). The same is valid for Th. 
To prove (ii), it is obviously enough to show that there exists an automorphism 
Fig. 2. 
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gDo ot Gk+ 1 such that <p,,(T,,) = T:,. SO WE. are done if ‘I’(, = r,l,. If P;, # TA (say 
‘I-‘(, = S U { x~~}, T;, =: S n {x3k _+ ?)), then 
V[,fXi) : = 
i 
x3k-i 
if lsis3k--1 
LXfpk_i+2 if 3k=+=3k+2 
satisfies the requirements. This completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
Now we are in a positian to prove Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let G be a triangle free graph with property I. Let k denote 
tire ~zuxi~nu~r integer such that G contains an induced subgraph Hk isomorphic 
to Gk. It follows from Proposition 1 that only the case k 3 2 is of interest. We may 
assume that V(G) -- V(H,) # 8, otherwise G = Hk = Gk and our theorem hollds. 
Let us use the notation 
s(x) : = (y E VW,) 1 yx E E(G)) 
for any x E: Y(G). Clearly, S(x) has the property that it intersects every circuit 
C (= h& of length 5, otherwise x is connected to no points of C, contradicting 
Lemma 1. Bat, using (i) of Lemma 3, this implies IS(x)! 2 k - 1. On the other 
hand IS(x)\ s k, since S(x) is an independent set of .E& = Gk. 
lsuppose first that there is a vertex x E V(G) - V(ff,J with IS(x)1 = k - 1. Taking 
into account Remark 1 and Lemma 3(ii), we obtain that there is an isomorphism 
cp : V(F&) + V(C,) such thnt <p@(x)) = S, where S is defined by (4). Clearly, 
{x} Uqeel(SI) and {x}CJ <p-‘(SJ are independent sets in G, thus we can choose 
common neighbours t, and l2 for them. More precisely, there exist two points 
t,, t+ V(G), for which 
t,y~E(Gb for all y~{x}U@-‘(Sr), 
t2y E I.?(G) for all yE(x}U~+(S2). 
It is easy to see that ri cannot be connected to other points of Hk outside <p-‘(Si), 
because Iq-‘(Si)l = k and all maximal independent sets in rY;, are of cardinality k. 
The same !?roves that ti $ V(H,,). Let us define the following bijection @ : V(I-&) U 
{t,, x, tJ --’ V(Gkt ,) 
CP(J,) if y E V(H,), 
gy):= X3k 
i 
if y =t ,, 
X3k+l 
if y z: x, 
x3k t2 if y = tz. 
It follows immediately from this definition that @ is an isomorphism, in other 
words the subgraph of G, induced by the set V(&) Uit,, x, f2), is isomorphic to 
Gk + 1, which contradicts the choice of k. 
We may assume, therefore, that IS<x)l = k for each x E V(G) -- V(&). This 
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yields that every set S(x) coincides with the neighbourhood (in &) of some 
vertex belonging to Hk. For the sake of simplicity, we denote the vertices of Hk by 
4’l* Y2. - - -, y3&_ 1 such that 
yiyi E E(G) e Ii -iI G 1 (mod 3). 
L,et us divide the vertex set V(G) into disjoint subsets X,, X2, . . . , XII 1 in the 
following way: 
Xi:={XEV(G)IS(X)=S(yi)} (i=l,2,...,3k-l). 
nce G does not contain triangles, the sets Xi must be independent in G. Let us 
suppose yiyi E E(H,). We shall prove that Ziti E E(G) for any pair of points ti E Xi, 
ti.t=l Xi* 
If t, and ti were not connected, they would have a common neighbour 
t,,, E X,,,. The vertex y,, cannot be joined to both yi and yi, since G is triangle free. 
Without loss of generality, we may suppose that y,Yi$ E(G). In this case, :Y),~ aad 
yi have a common neighbour y, E V(H,). This impiies that t,, and tj are also 
joined to y,,. Since t,,,tj E E(G), this contradicts our assumption that G does not 
contain triangles. 
If we add any new edge to Gk, then it will contain a triangle. It follows easily 
from the observation that, if yiyj& E(H, ), then Xi U Xi induces an empty graph in 
G. In other words, this means that for any ti E Xi, fi E Xi 
riti E E(G) w Ii-i1 5 1 (mod 3), 
i.e. G can be obtained fram Gk by replacing the vertices of Gk with indepe,ldent 
sets. This completes the proof. 
The simple proof of Theorem 1, using Theorem 2, is a left to the reader. 
4. Property Ik 
A graph is said to have property Zk if every independent set of k of its vertices 
has a comrlon neighbour. (See Definition 2.) We shall make use of the followin;: 
lemma. 
Lemma 4. Let G” he a graph: of n vertices, having property Ik. Then there is a vertex 
x E V(G”) whose degree is at least (1 -- o(l))nl-(“k’. This result is asymptotically 
shwp for each jixed k. 
Let D denote the maximum degree of the vertices of G”, and assume 
. The number m of independent k-tuples of V(G”) is clearly at least 
n(n -D)(n -20) * l 9 (~2 -(k - 1)D) -__ ZZ 
k! 
(1-o(l))$ 
. 
in other words almost every set of k vertices is independent. Using property Ik, 
each independent k-tuple has a common neighbour, thus 
But we evidently have 
and from (5) and (6’ 
D*(l -o(l)),‘-c”k) (7) 
follows immediately. 
Let q be any prime power. To prove th:u I 7) is asymptotically blzst possible, we 
construct a graph of n=qk+qk-‘+ ‘0’ -I- 1 points, which has maximum degree 
D=qh-’ _tqk--2+ . . . + f and which has property Ik, too. 
Let GF(q) 0e the Galois field of q elements. The vertex set of our graph is 
defined as the set of sequences 
where x1, x2, . . _ , xk+, E GF(q), not at1 of them are equal to 0, and two sequences 
(x,, $9 ., - . , Xk+1)9 cx:, x;, - * l l xi+,) represent she same vertex if 
for a suitable A E GF(q). Thu:; the number of vertices is indeed n = 
qk+qk-‘+ . . . -k 1. $et us :lote that one can define a k-dimensional projective 
:TQornetr\’ PG(q, k) on this vertex set, in a usu,?l way. i>- 
Let (X;, x2,. . . , xk+l) and (y,, ~2,. . . , jsr,+,) be two vertices. We join them by an 
edge if and only if they satisfy the equalion 
xlyl +X&+ l ” +Xk+&-+1 =‘o* (8) 
If we fix the vertex (x,, x2,. . . , xk+l ), then Ihe points (y!, y2,. . . , )‘,+,) defined by 
(8) form a hyperplane H of F’G(q, k) This implies that the degree of 
(.x1, $9 . * .,xk_tl) is equal to qk-‘tqk-2$ *‘* i-q or qk-‘-tq”-2+ “* +q-tl, 
according to whether (x1, x2,. . . , xk . i) E H or not. Finally, this graph clearly has 
property &, since any k hyperplanes of a k -dimensional projective geometry have 
a nonempty intersection. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4. 
We remark that the above construction for b - , 2 was found by ErdGs and Renyi 
[6,7] and Brown [l]. 
In [3] Erdos defined a triangle free graph G* as follows. Let X be a set of 
? III + 1 elemems. The vertices of G* will be the subsets of X. thus IV(G*)l 
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73rt1 t 1 . Two subsets A, B c X are joined if and only if they differ in at least 2m + 1 
places, i.e. their Hamming distance is at least 2vn + 1. We prove the following 
Lemma 5. G* has property 13. 
Proof. ‘,et A, B, CC X be three independent vertices of G’. Since G* is vertex 
transitive, we may suppose without loss of generality that C = 8. Now we have 
d(A, C) := IA 1 s 2m, 
d(B, C) == )B( s21n, 
d(A, B):= ](A -B)U(B-A#=2m. 
Assume first I/, - BJ 2 1~1. Then there exists a set E satisfying A n B E E G A 
and !El = Id41 - ~1. Let 1) = E. Then 
and this means that D is connected in G* to all, of A, B a:?d C. The case 
IB - A 1 Z= nt can be settled similarly. ‘ 
Suppose next tI.at [A - Bl, IB -A(< m. Now let E E A n B be a set of cardinal- 
ity min(\A n B), rn). We put D = E. It is easy to see that the inequalities 
d(A. D)> 2t?1+ 1. d(B. D)a22nz + 7 and d(C, D)a2m + 1 hold again. proving 
that D is comn on neighbour of the vertices A, B., C in G*. 
Denote by f(n, k) the maximum integer 1 such thal any triangle ,Free graph with 
property I, has a vertex of degree 1. 
For k = 2, that is, for graphs of diameter 2 Erdijs and Fajtlowicz [4] proved 
t/Y - 1 <f(lz, 2)s&log n. 
Here, the lower bound is trivial. and the upper bound can be proved using a 
random cc;nstr.uction of Erdiis 12). 
Our gralrh G’ has 23”‘+’ = IZ vertices. An easy computation shows that G’ is a 
regular graph of degree 
where ; 
’ 
P = 
3 log3-Z! log2*<() 92 ------_--._ 
3log2 * l 
From Lemmas 4 and 51 we immediately obtain the following 
ear 3. (1 -o(l))rr 2/3 < f( n, 3) < no.=. 
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Perhaps the most interesting remaining question is the allowing: does there 
exist a natural number k such that f(n, k) 2 en, where E > 0 is a suitable constant? 
In particular, is it true that f(n, 4) = o(n )? What is the exact order of magnitude of 
f(n, 3P 
It would be of interest to decide whether the conjecture of Erdiis and 
Fajtlowicz (proved in this paper) remains true if we drop the condition that the 
graph is triangle free. 
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